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PROFILE SUMMARY

Accomplished Contract Engineer & Consultant with over 20 years of specialized achievement and expertise in
program management, design, manufacturing, outsourcing, and logistics; brings proven portfolio of successful projects.


Effectual communication ability and noteworthy analytical skills; consistently meets deadlines with superior results.



Benefits from receptive listening ability in coming up to speed quickly; reputation for cost-consciousness and quality.



Brings strong, concise verbal tact; maintains candor and professionalism in high-pressure environments.

CONTRACT SERVICES
Program / Project Management

Mechanical / Electrical Design Engineering

Manufacturing & Quality Process Engineering

New Product Development

Domestic & International Procurement

CONSULTING SERVICES
New Product Development

Practical LEAN Implementation

Quality Control by Design

Asian Sourcing

Design for Manufacturing

Start-Up Business Planning / Development

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

HILINE ENGINEERING AND FABRICATION
Richland, WA
Contract Mechanical Design/Procurement/Project Engineer
2009-Current

Worked in multiple roles simultaneously in the execution of nuclear project work which included design
engineering, procurement, vendor qualification, supply chain set-up and management. Specific projects
include Mars project (CEES), STSC Test Vessel (CHRPC), STS Cask & Lift Device (CHRPC), STP
Mezzanine (CHRPC) & MSTF Platform Mezzanine (CHRPC).

Set up a supply chain and logistics process in the Spokane area on extremely short notice to manufacture
components and subassemblies for nuclear project work on a “needed-it-last-week” schedule basis. Effort
resulted in reducing lead times by 1-3 weeks on large scale fabricated assemblies.

Actively managed various raw material and fabrication suppliers to keep material flows and machines running at full
capacity for quick turnaround. Applied lean principles included staging of materials and capital equipment
utilization to external supply chain as if all suppliers were captive work centers.

Keys to Success: Honing design engineering skills and becoming proficient using SolidWorks 3-D design
software to add to program management, manufacturing engineering and procurement skill sets. Ability to
perform and/or manage all phases of complex projects in an extremely fast paced environment with tight
project deadlines.
LA ALUMINUM
Hayden, ID
Consulting Engineer / Project Manager
2009 –

Developed quality system plan for a series of proprietary products based on an exhaustive review of
applicable military and aerospace specifications covering design, manufacturing, heat treating, and coating of
cast aluminum components specified for use in US government and military contracts.

Cultivated test strategy and specifications for semi-automated, mobile leak test device to monitor process
capability and 100% inspect each component in-process prior to shipment.

Served as program manager for design / development of the leak test equipment; defined project scope,
oversaw costing & bid proposals, and submitted weekly reports to senior management.

Keys to Success: facilitating cross-functional group of internal and external resources to complete the design,
development, fabrication, sourcing, assembly, validation, and implementation.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE (continued)
FINANCIAL STRATEGIES
Post Falls, ID
Operations VP / Owner

Joined a small investment advisory practice to build and grow a multi-disciplined professional organization
taking advantage of 17 years of experience in the corporate world of engineering and business development.

In addition to sales and investment advisory activities, the primary focus was on expanding the operation.

Short term goals included setting up a P&C insurance agency and tax / bookkeeping service.
2007 –
2009

Developed a long term strategic business plan to establish multiple sites / locations.

Leveraged new and existing relationships with local lenders in an attempt to secure capital for expansion in
very difficult economic conditions.

Operations management responsibilities included accounting, budgeting, hiring, employee development,
business planning, financing & profit / loss reporting, as well as sales & marketing.

Keys to Success: networking to grow existing client base, developing / implementing business system
processes, and effective communications between ownership members and financiers.
ESTERLINE ADVANCED INPUT DEVICES
Coeur D Alene, ID
Program Manager / Global Operations (2004 – 2007)
1999 – 2007

Set up complete manufacturing facility in Shanghai to build medical ultrasound control panels.

Contributed to preparation of overall business plan, designing and laying out the facility, hiring / training all
employees (from plant manager to production workers), and overall program management.

Presided over monthly / quarterly reporting, strategic business planning, and program transition activities.

Keys to Success: effective communication between executive management, as well as both domestic and
international operations groups; key intangibles included integration into Chinese culture, learning some basic
Chinese language, and understanding cultural differences between east and west to achieve desired results.
Global Procurement Engineer (2000 – 2004)

Utilized extensive background as medical device manufacturing engineer to ensure US-specified product
designs were properly designed and specified commensurate with offshore manufacturing capabilities.

Teamed with Asian suppliers to set up low-volume specialty manufacturing processes that achieved the tight
tolerances and specifications associated with medical device manufacturing.

Overall project success was achieved as approximately 80% of the hard components across all product lines
were successfully transitioned overseas resulting in product cost reductions from between 15% and 30%.

Required extensive travel throughout Asia, including Taiwan, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, and mainland China.

Keys to Success: frequent trips to visit suppliers and build relationships while establishing Asian supply chain.
Manufacturing Engineer (1999 – 2000)

Utilizing demand flow and lean techniques, revamped several production line processes to increase
productivity and overall quality; convinced “set in their ways” company to undertake pilot manufacturing program.

Proved to executive management the need for adopting lean manufacturing principles, along with the rewards.

Positive labor variances indicated a significant increase in available capacity and a measurable improvement
in quality within 30 days of pilot program implementation; trend continued over the remaining 3 months of study.

Pilot study resulted in the development of a new approach to manufacturing documentation control, with
quality designed in to each process (as opposed to end-of-the-line final inspection).

Final success was achieved two years after the pilot; lean manufacturing concepts were applied factory wide.
HILINE ENGINEERING AND FABRICATION
Richland, WA
Contract Mechanical Engineer
1998 – 1999

Designed and developed structural support architecture for a stainless steel gantry system used to handle
spent fuel rods at the Hanford nuclear reservation.

Oversaw process and piping layout / coordination of internal and external manufacturing resources to
complete nuclear waste treatment processing skids.

Directed onsite installation of the structural support system and participated in the final testing of gantry assembly.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE (continued)
AKSYS LIMITED
Lincolnshire, IL
Principal Engineer, Hardware Development
1995 – 1998

Designed, developed, and validated electromechanical assemblies and subsystems to meet requirements for
a home hemo-dialysis machine in start-up medical company.

Researched and specified fabrication methods for aluminum die and plaster casting, plastic injection molding,
and sheet metal forming in the development of device specifications.

Developed several custom plastic flow path components to withstand daily high temperature disinfection processes.

Designed, developed, and validated electromechanical assemblies and subsystems to meet requirements for
a home hemo-dialysis machine in start-up medical company.

Researched and specified fabrication methods for aluminum die and plaster casting, plastic injection molding,
and sheet metal forming in the development of device specifications.

Developed several custom plastic flow path components to withstand daily high temperature disinfection processes.

Specified, designed, and built a custom PLC-driven automated tester to facilitate 24 / 7 testing.

Managed five technical resources in taking the device from design through GMP prototype production in
accordance with FDA regulatory compliance regulations.

Fostered cross-functionally between contract manufacturer’s engineering and production groups to complete
the builds under a very aggressive timeline; project was successfully completed start-to-finish in 4 months.
COBE, BCT, INC.
Lakewood, CO
Manufacturing Engineer, Plastics Disposables
1993 – 1995

Assumed process responsibility for high-volume disposable blood tubing sets used in collection of blood components.

Presided over production process optimization, manufacturing equipment specification, tooling & fixture
design, and all phases of manufacturing cost reduction.

Developed thorough knowledge of FDA Good Manufacturing Process (GMP) regulations and the ability to
effectively operate in the regulatory environment.

Keys to Success: working cross-functionally in the organization, ranging from executive management to
receiving and shipping groups.

An example of one major project success was the implementation of a new packaging system resulting in
approximately $1,000,000 / year in cost savings; project required a detailed study of ETO and Gamma
sterilization processes resulting in the specification of new materials and custom adhesives to incorporate into
the packaging redesign; extensive testing and validation were required prior to implementation; project
success was achieved approximately one year after initiation; return on investment target was met within 9
months of implementation.
VARIOUS ENGINEERING ROLES
1989 – 1993

Worked as Steel Piping Project Engineer, Structural Design Engineer, and Medical Device Manufacturing
Engineer for three small companies (two of three being struggling start-ups).

Gained a wider breadth of industry experience in a very short amount of time; discovered insight into factors
contributing to the failure of start-up businesses.

EDUCATION & ADDITIONAL TRAINING
MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY – Bozeman, MT
BS, Agricultural Engineering (1989)
Economics Minor  EIT Certification
Additional Training
Design for Manufacturing

Good Manufacturing Process & ISO Certification

Demand Flow Technology

Injection Molding (U of Massachusetts Lowell)

Joining and Fastening of Plastics

Quality Control by Design

Metal Die Casting

Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerance

Taguchi Design of Experiments

SDRC, Solid Modeling

Model/Machine Shop Training

AutoCAD

SolidWorks, Solid Modeling

References Available Upon Request

